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Whether its adventure, leisure or a sightseeing tour, we offer a wide variety of experiences for every budget. Here are some other key benefits:

Convenience
One-stop shopping for all ports on your itinerary
Dedicated call center and onboard tour experts
Easy pre-cruise booking online or through our call center

Peace of Mind
All tour operators are insured
No hidden cost for transfers or entrance fees
Norwegian Cruise Line makes arrangements for Guests for shore excursions solely for the convenience of the Guest; Norwegian does not act on behalf of or supervise the parties or
persons who own, furnish, or operate such excursions, and the same are provided by independent contractors. Norwegian assumes no responsibility for, nor guarantees the
performance of, any such excursion provider, and Guests acknowledge that Norwegian shall not be liable for losses or injuries arising from the acts or omissions of such provider.

PLEASE NOTE: The information in this document was current at the time of printing. Tour descriptions and prices vary by ship and sailing date and are subject to
change. Visit www.ncl.com and log in to My NCL for the most updated information specific to your sailing.

Activity Levels
Involves walking over relatively level terrain, possibly some cobblestone, gravel or a few steps. Comfortable shoes are recommended.

Involves a considerable amount of physical activity such as substantial walking over cobblestone streets, climbing stairs or steep terrain. They’re not recommended for
guests with walking difficulties. Comfortable, sturdy shoes are recommended.

Involves physical exertion for extended periods. The terrain may be uneven or steep. It can also indicate a need for swimming in a light current, biking or horseback
riding. Recommended only for physically fit and adventurous travelers.

Tour Features
Guests with Disabilities
These tours are fine for guests with limited mobility or in wheelchairs. Wheelchairs must be collapsible.
Meal
Mmmm – these tours include meals. Got a special dietary need? Head to the Shore Excursion Desk and they’ll be happy to help you out.
Age Requirements
These tours have specific age requirements.
Weight Requirements
These tours have specific weight requirements.
Height Requirements
These tours have specific height requirements.
Flight
These are helicopter tours. FAA requires names and accurate weights of passengers before check-in. Guests weighing 250 lbs. or more (fully clothed) need to
pay a surcharge and are allotted two seats. Must be at least 2 years of age.
Raingear
These tours include wind/waterproof outerwear.
Hiking Boots
These tours require that guests wear hiking shoes.
Family Recommended
These tours are recommended for families.
Ultimate Touring
With Norwegian Cruise Line’s Ultimate Touring, experience custom luxury adventures like yacht charters, VIP tours and small group touring for your family, or
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tours just for two.

Tour Descriptions
FLAVORS OF SORRENTO & POMPEII
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_54

Start your morning with a visit to Pompeii. Here, a flourishing civilization, buried for 1,700 years under 20 feet of ash and pumice, was recovered so perfectly preserved
that you can see how the 20,000 residents lived, worked and played. En route, you’ll visit a cameo factory nearby to see how the famous jewelry is made and then have
some time to browse the store. Visit the cliff top town of Sorrento, a village with splendid views of the sea and the colorful marina below.

Enjoy some free time to explore the flower filled main street and the Corso Italia, lined with boutiques. Then it’s on to the hills above Sorrento, where a family owned
farm produces homemade products. Tour the farm and its old wine cantina, learn how they produce olive oil and homemade mozzarella and during lunch get a chance
to sample the local fare surrounded by a lemon and olive grove.

Note: During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water. This tour includes
extensive walking during the visit of Pompeii’s excavations and approximately 1 1/2 miles of walking. For all Norwegian Epic calls and Tuesday calls on Norwegian
Spirit, lunch at the farmhouse will be after 2:30 pm.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$189*

$89*

9 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

CAPRI, SORRENTO & POMPEII
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_50

A very fast paced, but rewarding day awaits you. This ultimate scenic tour includes the most spectacular sites along the Campanian coast, including Pompeii, possibly
the most famous excavation in the world. Start with a fast boat ride to Marina Grande in Capri, a port lined with colorful old fishermen’s houses. A funicular will take you
up to a terrace with a marvelous scenic overlook of the small island, the coast and the sparkling sea. Walk to the piazzetta, the heart of Capri’s shopping and nightlife
area. You’ll visit Augustus Gardens with your guide, or if you prefer, explore the narrow streets, take in the magnificent views, or relax at an outdoor cafe. You’ll then
continue to Sorrento by jet-foil where lunch awaits.

After lunch, you’ll have some time to wander the flower filled streets or admire the high quality handicrafts for which Sorrento is famous. Head to Pompeii where you’ll
enter by the sea gate and visit the city’s baths, villas, theaters and wrestling grounds. Because Pompeii is so well preserved, you can see many fine details that reveal
the lifestyles of the residents, such as mosaic floors and colorful frescoes in some of the homes. Time permitting, visit a cameo factory near Pompeii and browse
handmade jewelry.

Note: Tour is not available for winter sailings. During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and very long lines at the funicular. We recommend that
you dress in layers and bring bottled water. Tour may operate in reverse order.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$279*

$179*

10 hours

Tour Features
German Spanish

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

SORRENTO & AMALFI BY LAND & SEA
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_52

Enjoy a very scenic and relaxing excursion, experiencing Italy's most famous coastline by motor launch, with minimal walking involved, and time within the beautiful
village of Sorrento. After an approximate one-hour drive by coach, you'll arrive at the town of Salerno, located at the very end of the Amalfi Coast. There you'll board a
private motor launch for a 45 minute cruise, viewing the Dolomitic cliffs, which have been sculpted by nature into fantastic shapes. Amalfi is situated at the mouth of a
deep gorge along the coast. Learn how this charming town was a major shipping port during the Middle Ages and an independent maritime state.

Enjoy a narrated walk around the town center of Amalfi, with your guide, who will explain the history and architecture of the Cathedral of St. Andrew as you marvel at
the exterior architecture, a mix of Moorish and early Gothic design with 11th-century bronze doors from Constantinople. Enjoy some free time on your own in Amalfi for
shopping or relaxing before cruising back to Salerno where your coach will be waiting to drive you to Sorrento. With its luxuriant vegetation and sun drenched climate,
Sorrento became a favorite resort of wealthy Romans. Experience this cliff-top setting, with an imposing Duomo, distinctive for its 13th-century cloister, and a charming,
flower filled town, all there for you to explore. Enjoy lunch with wine in a local restaurant in Sorrento before returning back to your ship.
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Note: Tour is not available for winter sailings. Guests must be able to walk approximately 500 yards over even surfaces with 5 - 10 steps. There are several steps to
access the lunch venue. Comfortable walking shoes, hat, and sunscreen are highly recommended. Walking during the free time is at the guests' discretion. The drive
between Naples and Salerno is approximately 45 minutes and from Sorrento to Naples is approximately 1 1/2 hours. Guests wishing to enter the Cathedral of St.
Andrew on their own must ascend approximately 60 or more very steep steps. The order of the tour may be reversed. The motor launch has both inside and outside
seating. In case of bad weather conditions and/or rough seas, the cruise to Amalfi will be cancelled and an orientation drive of the Amalfi Coast will be made instead.
Due to traffic restrictions of the Sorrento center a short walk from the motorcoach drop off point to the main center and vice versa will be required. During summer
months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$199*

$139*

9½ hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

AMALFI COAST & SORRENTO
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_12

Enjoy a very scenic and relaxing excursion, experiencing Italy's coastline by motorcoach and spending time in the beautiful village of Sorrento and Amalfi. You’ll be
driven along a coastal road, winding along breathtaking curves, before arriving in Sorrento perched high above the Bay of Naples. Your guide will provide you a brief
orientation of the city. Once you've been given your meeting point and time, enjoy some free time to explore the flower filled main street and the Corso Italia or admire
the high quality handicrafts for which Sorrento is famous for. Stop for lunch in Sorrento before you board your motorcoach for a drive along the coastline to Amalfi.

Enjoy the spectacular views of sparkling blue sea, citrus orchards, olive groves and fishing villages nestled in secluded bays en route to one of the most picturesque
villages on the Amalfi Coast. Here you’ll also have time to explore on your own. If time permits, you’ll visit a cameo factory nearby to see how the famous jewelry is
made and then have some time to browse the store before returning to your ship.

Note: This tour is only offered on Norwegian Jade's winter sailings. Guests must be able to walk approximately 500 yards over even surfaces with 5-10 steps. We
recommend that you wear comfortable walking shoes, dress in layers and bring bottled water. Walking during the free time is at the guests' discretion. The drive
between Naples and Sorrento is approximately 1 1/2 hours and from Amalfi to Naples is approximately 2 1/2 hours. Guests wishing to enter the Cathedral of St. Andrew
on their own must ascend approximately 60 or more very steep steps. The order of the tour may be reversed. Due to traffic restrictions in the Sorrento center, a short
walk from the motorcoach drop off point to the main center and vice versa will be required.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$159*

$119*

9 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

POMPEII EXCAVATIONS
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_56

Pompeii once supported a flourishing civilization that was revealed nearly intact after being buried for about 1,700 years. The once, prosperous commercial and political
center with a population of 25,000 was hidden under 20 feet of volcanic ash and cinders during the fateful eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Originally a seaport, the
eruption raised the land and left the ruined town far from the bay. You’ll enter Pompeii through the Sea Gate and walk along the cobblestone streets to the Agora.
Surrounded by temples and porticoes, this was the religious, civic and business center of the city.

Because Pompeii was so well preserved, you can see many fine details that reveal the lifestyles of the residents, such as mosaic floors and colorful frescoes in some of
the homes. As you wander through this ancient city, you can’t help but notice the still active Mount Vesuvius towering above. If time permits, you’ll visit a cameo factory
nearby to see how the famous jewelry is made and then have some time to browse the store.

Note: During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water. This tour includes
extensive walking during the visit of Pompeii’s excavations.
Adults from
$89*

Children from
$59*

Approximate Duration
4 hours

Tour Features
French German Italian Russian Spanish

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

AMALFI COAST & POMPEII
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_51
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After a scenic drive, you’ll arrive in Pompeii where you’ll visit the Roman resort buried by volcanic ash. Your tour will take you to the city’s baths, villas and theaters. See
the well-preserved frescoes and mosaic-inlaid floors. Plaster casts mark the positions of the fallen who were swiftly overcome by the ashes. After lunch, if time permits,
you’ll visit a cameo factory to see how the jewelry is made. Continue along the mountain road, which takes you to one of the picturesque villages of this famous area to
explore its quaint streets. Continue along the coast, and take in stunning views at every turn of the winding road. When the Amalfi road closes to traffic (during
holidays), this part of the tour is done by motor boat. The views from the water are simply spectacular. In case of inclement weather and rough seas, the cruise to Amalfi
will be substituted by a visit to Sorrento.

Note: During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$199*

$149*

9 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

MOUNT VESUVIUS & POMPEII
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_60

For the most adventurous, this is the perfect tour to correlate the disastrous eruption of Vesuvius and the destruction of the splendid city of Pompeii. Visit the famous
city destroyed by a volcanic eruption and learn how its inhabitants lived. Learn how prior to the eruption of Vesuvius, Pompeii was a thriving city, teeming with privileged
rich people and ordinary slaves. See their homes and places of work during the days of the Roman Empire. The city was prosperous due to the region’s fertile soil. Hike
up to the volcano’s crater and see the rivers of lava where crevices still exude fumes and heat. Vesuvius has erupted many times, but the eruption that stays in the mind
of millions of people is the one in 79 A.D. Take in stunning views of Naples and the bay from the top. Time permitting, you’ll visit a cameo factory near Pompeii.

Note: The tour will not operate for Norwegian Jade winter sailings from the end of November through mid-April. The steep gravel path to the crater is about 550 yards
and takes approximately 40 minutes to walk round-trip. This tour is not recommended for guests with a history of heart disease or high blood pressure and does not
include lunch. Guests should bring along local currency to purchase a snack outside of Pompeii. During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and
long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water. In the event of bad weather and the closure of Mt. Vesuvius crater, an orientation drive of
Naples will be done instead.
Adults from
$149*

Children from
$89*

Approximate Duration
6½ hours

Tour Features
—

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

EXCLUSIVE AMALFI COAST & POMPEII
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_59

Visit Sorrento, Positano and Pompeii - three of the most fabled destinations on the Bay of Naples. Enjoy lunch at a hotel in Sorrento overlooking the sea and indulge in
some free time for shopping, photography or just soaking up the wonderful atmosphere. You'll start your day with a drive through the coast of Amalfi en route to
Positano. Here, whitewashed and pastel houses tumble down the cliffs to a beach dotted with brightly colored fishing boats. Long a draw for sophisticated world
travelers, Positano boasts elegant designer boutiques, luxury shops and seaside cafes.

You’ll then go to Sorrento where lunch awaits. Take advantage of free time to explore the flower filled main street and the Corso Italia, lined with boutiques and sidewalk
cafes. Your day culminates with a visit to Pompeii, in the afternoon. Entering by the Sea Gate, you’ll tour the city’s baths, villas, theaters and wrestling grounds. The
highlights include stunning frescoes and mosaic inlaid floors. En route you’ll visit a cameo factory nearby to see how the famous jewelry is made and then have some
time to browse the store.

Note: The roads of Sorrento and the Amalfi coast are narrow and winding. Persons who suffer from motion sickness should take this into account. This tour is
conducted in small groups. During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. From the months of November through March, due to the
earlier closure of Pompeii excavations, this tour will be run in the reverse order. We recommend that you dress in layers and bring bottled water.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$349*

$299*

9 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

BEST OF NAPLES - POMPEII, ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM & PIZZA
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_45
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Discover the missing pieces of the puzzle when you visit Pompeii’s ruins, learns of its history and see the treasures housed at the archeological museum. Experience
the "original pizza" in the city that boasts the world's first pizzeria, dating back to 1830, and see the sites of Naples. Travel along the coast with magnificent views of the
Bay of Naples and Mt. Vesuvius as a backdrop. This still active volcano buried Pompeii in 79 A.D. At the ruins of Pompeii, you'll discover the archeological excavations
of a lost city buried deep beneath the ash from Mt. Vesuvius. Your walking tour takes in the city's baths, villas, theaters and wrestling grounds.

Plaster casts mark the positions of the fallen that were swiftly overcome by volcanic ash. Your guide will point out the remarkably preserved remains that hint at daily
Roman life and will tell you about their customs and culture. Highlights include stunning frescoes and elaborately detailed mosaic-inlaid floors of wealthy homeowners'
villas. On the way back to Naples, you’ll stop at a cameo factory where artisans have honed their craft for generations. You'll have some time to shop intricately carved
brooches, rings and bracelets. Sit back and enjoy classic Pizza Margherita at a typical Neapolitan pizzeria accompanied by a mixed green salad and beverage.

Before heading to your next stop, take a sightseeing loop around the city for a quick orientation, driving past the round towered Castel Nuovo, San Carlo Opera House,
Umberto Gallery, the Royal Palace and San Francesco di Paola Church. Driving along the waterfront, notice the site where Naples was first founded - Castel dell'Ovo or
'egg castle'. Its curious name comes from a Roman legend that claimed the castle was built over an egg placed on the site with the belief that if the egg broke Naples
would fall. Visit The National Archaeological Museum next. Originally cavalry barracks, Charles of Bourbon established the museum in the late 18th century to house
the fantastic Farnese Collection that he had inherited. Highlights include the Farnese Bull and a classical Roman sculpture depicting figures from Greek mythology. The
museum houses a collection of murals, frescoes and mosaics from Pompeii and Herculaneum.

Note: The tour doesn't operate on Tuesdays. During summer months expect extreme heat, crowded venues and long lines. We recommend that you dress in layers and
bring bottled water. This tour includes extensive walking during the visit to Pompeii’s excavations. There is approximately 2 1/2 miles of walking while on tour and 40
steps to negotiate in the museum.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$189*

$139*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

WALKING THROUGH NAPLES, PIZZA & SECRET TUNNELS
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_44

This walking tour introduces you to some of Naples’ best kept secrets, including castles dating as far back as the 13th century, an underground tunnel built by order of
Ferdinand II of Bourbon and the most monumental square of the city. Leaving the port on foot, your first view of the city takes you back to the 13th century with the
Castle Nuovo, a grim and gloomy fortress that served as the residence of the kings of Anjou, Aragon, and the Spanish Viceroys. Continuing along the Naples seaside,
you’ll see the famous Castle of the Egg in Santa Lucia - with its spectacular waterfront views. Stop to snap a picture before starting your walk through the Bourbon
Tunnel.

Some 150 years after Ferdinand II of Bourbon and his architect Errico Alvino designed it, the Bourbon Tunnel "Tunnel Borbonico", offers you a most beautiful
underground tour. An exciting itinerary awaits you when you find the aqueduct of Carmignano, which served the city of Naples of the '600 Century, a military path of the
XIX Century, the bomb shelters used during the Second World War and buried vintage cars and motorbikes. At the end of your walk through the tunnel, you’ll arrive in
Piazza Plebiscito. This noble semicircular piazza is undoubtedly the most famous square in Naples and is flanked by the 17th-century Royal Palace, San Carlo Opera
House and the Church of St. Francis. Enjoy a classic Margherita pizza and some free time here for shopping or taking in the views, before walking back to your ship.

Note: This tour includes extensive walking on both uneven and flat surfaces. During summer months expect extreme heat; we recommend that you dress in layers,
wear a hat and bring bottled water.
Adults from
$89*

Children from
$79*

Approximate Duration
4½ hours

Tour Features
—

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

SORRENTO & NAPLES SIGHTSEEING WITH PIZZA TASTING
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_47

Enjoy a picturesque winding road, a city perched high above the Bay of Naples and a city full of highlights. Start with a panoramic drive from Naples along the winding
coast taking you to the quaint city of Sorrento. Upon arrival in Sorrento, your guide will introduce you to this lovely city and give you free time so that you can explore on
your own or do some shopping. You’ll then meet your guide at the designated place and time for the return drive with more beautiful views of the coast to Naples for
lunch.

You'll dine at a typical Neapolitan pizzeria and enjoy a classic Margherita pie in the city that boasts the world's first pizzeria. After lunch take a sightseeing loop around
the city of Naples for a quick orientation, driving past the round-towered Castel Nuovo, San Carlo Opera House, Umberto Gallery, the Royal Palace and San Francesco
di Paola Church. Capture a panoramic view of the city and the Bay of Naples from the vantage point of Posillipo Hill before returning to your ship.
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Note: The tour is only available for the Norwegian Jade winter sailings and Norwegian Epic summer sailings. Guests must be able to walk approximately 500 yards over
even surfaces with 5 - 10 steps. We recommend that you wear comfortable walking shoes, dress in layers and bring bottled water. Walking during the free time is at the
guests' discretion. The drive between Naples and Sorrento is approximately 1 ½ hours each way. Due to traffic restrictions of the Sorrento center a short walk from the
motorcoach drop off point to the main center and vice versa will be required.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$119*

$99*

7½ hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

VIEWS OF NAPLES
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_58

Sit back in the comfort of your motorcoach while discovering Naples’s major landmarks. The route takes you past piazzas, monuments, churches and museums.
Capture a panoramic view of the city and the Bay of Naples from the vantage point of Posillipo Hill and enjoy a complimentary refreshment or an ice cream at a local
cafe.

Note: Walking during the free time is at the guests' discretion
Adults from
$69*

Children from
$49*

Approximate Duration
2½ hours

Tour Features
—

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

LEISURELY SORRENTO
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_62

Get away from the hustle and bustle of Naples and enjoy the quaint atmosphere of Sorrento. Start with a panoramic drive from Naples along the beautiful coast. Upon
arrival in Sorrento, your guide will introduce you to this lovely city and give you a drink coupon which can be used for a complimentary soft drink or ice-cream during
your free time. Get to know the city better, shop or do as you please. You'll have approximately 1 1/2 hours, depending upon traffic conditions. You’ll meet your guide at
the designated place and time for the return drive to Naples with more beautiful views of the coast.

Note: Walking during the free time is at the guests' discretion. Due to traffic restrictions of the Sorrento center a short walk from the motorcoach drop off point to the
main center and vice versa will be required.
Adults from
$69*

Children from
$49*

Approximate Duration
5 hours

Tour Features
German Spanish

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

RUINS OF HERCULANEUM
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_57

Mainly a fishing village, Herculaneum was most appreciated for its position overlooking the Bay of Naples. It became very rich as it was chosen as a summer resort by
wealthy Romans who built wonderful villas adorned with frescoes, mosaics and great sculptures. There’s a feeling about Herculaneum that’s quite different from what
one feels in other ancient world centers brought to light so far, including Pompeii. The torrent of mud flooding down from the volcano served for centuries as the best
possible defense against atmospheric agents and illegal excavators. See the houses, shops, and baths, including wooden elements, foodstuffs and fabrics that are
preserved intact, thus offering a unique vision of their lives long ago. En route, visit a cameo factory nearby to see how the famous jewelry is made and then have some
time to browse the store.

Note: Participants must be able to walk 1 mile over uneven, cobblestone terrain and be able to manage approximately 30 steps.
Adults from
$89*

Children from
$59*

Approximate Duration
3½ hours

Tour Features
—

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.
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MOUNT VESUVIUS BY 4 X 4 & HIKE
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_69

Located on the west coast of Naples, you’ll find the still active volcano, Mount Vesuvius. For the adventurous traveler, this is the ideal way to explore the volcano that
destroyed the city of Pompeii. You’ll arrive at the base of the National Park of Vesuvius, from where you’ll board a special 4x4 coach. Ecologic and equipped with
air-conditioning, it will take you to a height of about 3,000 feet. During the drive up the path in the National Park, you’ll relax looking at the Gulf of Naples. Once at 3,000
feet, you’ll proceed on foot for another 1,000 feet up on a narrow zigzagging path.

Once on the rim of the crater walls, you’ll meet an official alpine guide and walk part of the way around the edge to enjoy this natural phenomenon and, of course, a
panoramic view that includes Naples and the entire bay. After visiting the crater, you’ll walk back to the 4x4 coach, which will take you to the motorcoach parking for
your return drive to Naples and your ship.

Note: The tour will not operate for Norwegian Jade winter sailings from the end of November through mid-April. Participants must be able to walk approximately 1 1/2
miles on an incline. This tour is not recommended for guests with a history of heart disease or high blood pressure and does not include lunch. During summer months
expect extreme heat; we recommend that you dress in layers, wear a hat and bring bottled water. In the event of bad weather and the closure of Mt. Vesuvius crater,
this tour will not operate.
Adults from
$99*

Children from
$99*

Approximate Duration
4 hours

Tour Features
—

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

SORRENTO & BEACH
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_67

Travel along the Campanian coastal route to Sorrento. As you make your way towards the Sorrentine Peninsula, enjoy the panoramic scenery of the Bay of Naples.
Once in Sorrento, you’ll have approximately 1 1/2 hours on your own to explore, shop and eat in Sorrento's charming flowered-filled streets that offer a wide array of
boutiques, souvenir shops, and outdoor cafes. (Please note that lunch is not included in this tour.)

You’ll then take a local shuttle bus and drive to a local beach. Your escort will designate a meeting time and place and then you’ll be on your own for approximately 3
hours at the beach. You can use the changing rooms and will have the opportunity to relax on the beach, taste the cuisine of the local restaurant or have a cappuccino
on the panoramic terrace. A complimentary sun-bed and beach umbrella will be provided for you. After a relaxing summer day on the Italian coastline, you’ll re-board
the coach for the return drive to your ship in Naples.

Note: The amount of walking is at guests' discretion. This tour does not include lunch or entrance fees. An escort will be on the coach to/from Naples to answer
questions. Items such as hats, sunglasses, sunscreen, swimwear, proper foot protection and a towel should be brought with you from your ship. If guests should miss
the return bus, transportation back to the vessel is your own responsibility and expense. Time in Sorrento and at the beach may be altered due to traffic. The transfer
from Sorrento Town to the beach takes approximately 6-7 minutes each way and is operated by local shuttles buses so many guests will be standing. This is the only
transportation authorized through the short, narrow street that connects the town and the beach. For this reason, depending on crowds and traffic involved, some
waiting at the shuttle bus pick-up points may be expected. This tour is only available from mid-June to mid-September.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$99*

$79*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

CAPRI - ISLE OF ROMANCE
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_53

A fabled resort for pleasure seekers even in ancient Rome, Capri has earned a legendary reputation as the "Island of Love". A speedy ride across the Bay of Naples
takes you to the Marina Grande Harbor on Capri. Here, a minibus will take you to Anacapri where you’ll enjoy the beautiful scenic views. Visit Villa San Michele, and
then have some free time before you continue to the town of Capri for lunch. Following lunch, enjoy a stroll to the piazzetta, along old cobblestone streets and to the
Augustus Gardens. From here, you’ll enjoy stunning panoramic views and have time to look around on your own before taking the minibus down for the return ride to
Naples.

Note: The tour will not operate for Norwegian Jade winter sailings. During summer months expect extreme heat and overcrowded venues. We recommend that you
dress in layers and bring bottled water.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$199*

$169*

9½ hours

Tour Features
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To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

PRIVATE TOURING (CAR - 2 GUESTS) FULL DAY
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_72

This touring option allows you complete freedom to maximize your time and explore the places that really interest you. Discover in comfort and at your own pace with
the convenience of a private vehicle, driver and English speaking guide (other languages available on request) at your disposal. You set your pace and itinerary, just tell
us where you want to go!

Note: Please contact the Shore Excursion Desk onboard to go over your itinerary. Entrance, parking fees and meals are not included, in order to allow you complete
freedom of choice. Bring local currency, as credit cards may not be accepted everywhere. Extra hours available at an additional cost. Guests who are planning to visit
the religious sites during free time or on tour, please dress appropriately. No bare shoulders or shorts are allowed in churches. The level of exertion is completely up to
you. Prices are per vehicle and not per person, so only one person in the party needs to book this tour.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$1299*

$1299*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

PRIVATE TOURING (MINIBUS- 14 GUESTS) FULL DAY
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_76

This touring option allows you complete freedom to maximize your time and explore the places that really interest you. Discover in comfort and at your own pace with
the convenience of a private vehicle, driver and English speaking guide (other languages available on request) at your disposal. You set your pace and itinerary, just tell
us where you want to go!

Note: Please contact the Shore Excursion Desk onboard to go over your itinerary. Entrance, parking fees and meals are not included, in order to allow you complete
freedom of choice. Bring local currency, as credit cards may not be accepted everywhere. Extra hours available at an additional cost. Guests who are planning to visit
the religious sites during free time or on tour, please dress appropriately. No bare shoulders or shorts are allowed in churches. The level of exertion is completely up to
you. Prices are per vehicle and not per person, so only one person in the party needs to book this tour.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$2999*

$2999*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

PRIVATE TOURING (MINICOACH- 23 GUESTS) FULL DAY
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_78

This touring option allows you complete freedom to maximize your time and explore the places that really interest you. Discover in comfort and at your own pace with
the convenience of a private vehicle, driver and English speaking guide (other languages available on request) at your disposal. You set your pace and itinerary, just tell
us where you want to go!

Note: Please contact the Shore Excursion Desk onboard to go over your itinerary. Entrance, parking fees and meals are not included, in order to allow you complete
freedom of choice. Bring local currency, as credit cards may not be accepted everywhere. Extra hours available at an additional cost. Guests who are planning to visit
the religious sites during free time or on tour, please dress appropriately. No bare shoulders or shorts are allowed in churches. The level of exertion is completely up to
you. Prices are per vehicle and not per person, so only one person in the party needs to book this tour.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$3999*

$3999*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

PRIVATE TOURING (VAN - 6 GUESTS) FULL DAY
Port: Naples, Italy

Tour Code: NAP_73
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This touring option allows you complete freedom to maximize your time and explore the places that really interest you. Discover in comfort and at your own pace with
the convenience of a private vehicle, driver and English speaking guide (other languages available on request) at your disposal. You set your pace and itinerary, just tell
us where you want to go!

Note: Please contact the Shore Excursion Desk onboard to go over your itinerary. Entrance, parking fees and meals are not included, in order to allow you complete
freedom of choice. Bring local currency, as credit cards may not be accepted everywhere. Extra hours available at an additional cost. Guests who are planning to visit
the religious sites during free time or on tour, please dress appropriately. No bare shoulders or shorts are allowed in churches. The level of exertion is completely up to
you. Prices are per vehicle and not per person, so only one person in the party needs to book this tour.
Adults from

Children from

Approximate Duration

$1999*

$1999*

8 hours

Tour Features

To book your tours now, visit www.ncl.com/shorex or call (866) 625-1167 (US & Canada) or 0845 201 8907 (UK).
For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu or call +49 611 3607 0.
*Price at time of printing.

PLEASE NOTE: The information in this document was current at the time of printing. Tour descriptions and prices vary by ship and sailing date and are subject to
change. Visit www.ncl.com and log in to My NCL for the most updated information specific to your sailing. For European guests, please visit www.ncl.eu.
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